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goal of this study was to discover the tolerance forming methods of carbon fiber reinforced 
plastics and the ways to influence them. The results should then help to develop the design 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

A modern vehicle should be designed to be as energy efficient on the road as possible and 

one of the first things to make any vehicle more energy efficient is to reduce the energy 

needed to move the vehicle. Vehicle mass is one of the key figures in how much energy is 

needed to move the said vehicle (Dietsche and Reif, 2018 p. 941). One of the techniques 

used in automotive industry to reduce weight is the use of composite materials, especially 

the use of CFRP (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics) in the vehicle chassis. CFRP material 

properties, such as strength and lightweight, make them a very good candidate as a 

replacement for conventional sheet metal materials such as steel or aluminum alloys. CFRP 

can be used as a small part of vehicle chassis or the chassis can almost fully consist of CFRP 

components. 

 

Dimension and geometric tolerances are very important in manufacturing, especially when 

components are intended to be assembled with close fitment and joined with adhesives. To 

aid the assembly process jigs, clamps or other supports are used to align the parts and to hold 

them in place during the adhesive curing process. Adhesives can be coupled with other 

joining techniques such as rivets or screws to aid in the aligning process or to otherwise 

improve the joint’s mechanical properties. 

 

This study aims firstly to discover which different factors contribute to a composite 

component’s tolerances and why. Secondly, this study aims to discover how general, 

dimension and geometric tolerances of a composite component could be controlled and how 

they should be factored in in an assembly of composite components. 

 

This study will concentrate on the design and manufacturing process of CFRP and especially 

how the manufacturing process should be taken into consideration in the design process of 

CFRP components. This study is going to be divided in to three sections; first, a literature 

study on the advances in the composite manufacturing techniques and how they have 

affected the components and design problems concerning composites, which could only 

manifest after component is manufactured. Secondly, an open interview is conducted for a 

manufacturing professional, who was worked in vehicle projects in Metropolia. This 
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interview aims to find the problems that the interviewee may have experienced during the 

project and especially CFRP. Thirdly, the tooling used to make the components introduced 

in the open interview will be analyzed for dimensional accuracy with a CMM (Coordinate 

Measuring Machine). A CMM is a device used to measure objects and their surface geometry 

by physically probing or using optical measuring devices. The CMM outputs X-, Y- and Z-

location data of the surface, which can then be analyzed either by hand or by suitable 

software. There are several types of CMMs, but the one used in this study is the portable 

arm type, which has an optical scanning attachment. The measuring system will be 

introduced later in the chapter 5.1. 

 

This study was commissioned by Metropolia University of Applied Sciences, which is an 

upper secondary educational institute located in the Helsinki Metropolitan area. 

Metropolia’s history began as two different institutes Stadia and EVTEK, which merged in 

2008. Some of the vehicles shown here were manufactured under the name of Stadia, but for 

the sake of simplicity, they will be called Metropolia’s vehicles. (Metropolia.fi, 2017b) 

 

Metropolia has a successful history of manufacturing vehicles, which utilize a chassis 

consisting of multiple laminated CFRP components. Some of these vehicles and their chassis 

will be introduced in a later chapter. The amount of CFRP components in these vehicles 

varies but also, they all have utilized different joining techniques from combination of 

adhesives and rivets to adhesives and overlapping laminate reinforcements. 

 

CFRP manufacturing is typically considered a labor-intensive and time-consuming process, 

and having one component maintain its tolerances can be difficult, because the process is 

mostly manual labor, therefore the components quality relies heavily on the expertise of the 

worker. The amount of manual labor involved in composite manufacturing has been 

decreased with development of the manufacturing processes and assistance of machine-

controlled tasks, such as cutting the raw materials in to desired shapes. 

 

1.1 Previous automotive prototypes 

As mentioned in previous chapter Metropolia has manufactured several one-off vehicles for 

different purposes. The automotive projects began as a hydraulic test bench built by students, 

which was given a steering wheel and a seat, this happened in the early 1990s. The 
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experience gained from the first project lead to future automotive projects of which 

eventually utilized a significant amount of CFRP in their construction, in the following 

figure you can see four of these vehicles made after the year 2005. 

 

Figure 1. Top left CityCab (Metropolia.fi, 2008), top right Electric-Race About (Unknown, 
2010), bottom left Biofore (Metropolia.fi, 2017a) and bottom right Angelica (Kyyrö, 2017). 

 

The vehicles in the top row have been manufactured for competition and research purposes, 

the lower row of vehicles have been built not only for competition or research purposes but 

also for a customer with different requirements for the vehicle. This means that the quality, 

safety and attention to detail in these products have been pushed to the top of the list because 

the vehicles are no longer built only for research purposes and they should meet the standards 

of a modern vehicle in their design, operation, quality and safety.  

 

CFRP have been the material of choice for Metropolia’s vehicle chassis for some time now, 

it has suited well for these projects because of the workspace limitations and the complex 

shapes in chassis components. The following chapters will contain information of the 

structures of vehicles built in Metropolia and how vehicles and their structures have 

developed over the years. 

 

Despite the manufacturing and follow-through prowess in these past projects, all of them 

have some faults and defects in the composite components. These defects have meant that 
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more working hours have been spent to improve the vehicles to the point in which they are 

presented in the figures above. Some of the defects in vehicle chassis have been so extensive 

that fixing them have caused other aspects of the vehicle to change, for example an increase 

in vehicle mass. When keeping in mind that the chassis is a CFRP assembly, which should 

light weight, the resulting product’s increased mass becomes an issue. 

 

Most of the problems in the CFRP assemblies can be traced back to the problems in the 

component design or unexpected events in the manufacturing process, when this is combined 

with the need for quality, safety and shortened manufacturing time of the next vehicle 

projects; it creates the need for this study. If successful, this study should result in the 

information that will lead to better quality CFRP components and fewer working hours to 

achieve desired components. 

 

1.2 CityCab 2006 

CityCab was a project which began, while Metropolia was still under the name of Stadia, 

the vehicle was designed to be the next generation of taxi for the metropolitan areas. CityCab 

was launched in Paris Motorshow 2006. CityCab’s chassis combined high strength steel 

structures with CFRP panels, which would also carry part of the loads. CityCab’s hybrid 

powertrain and several other components were adapted from Toyota Prius. The following 

figure shows the outlook of CityCab and the basic structure of the chassis. 

 

 

Figure 2. CityCab and the structure (Santamala, 2010) 

 

It might be difficult to see from the CAD model on the right, but the front frame and the 

flooring contain metal alloy constructions. The rest of the body is manufactured from CFRP, 
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which means that they also cover the entire outer surfaces of the vehicle, meaning that they 

need to fulfill the needs of structural elements and the needs of design elements on the outer 

surface. The CFRP panels manufactured for CityCab are fairly large, and few in number 

since the structure is reinforced with high strength steel plates and aluminum honeycomb 

structure laminated into the floor panel. The manufacturing crew utilized a CMM in the 

aligning of the CFRP components and for the verification of the finalized chassis, which 

boasted an accuracy of less than 5 mm according to the manufacturing crew. (Tiainen, 2006) 

 

1.3 Electric Race About 2010 

E-RA was the first fully electric super car made by Metropolia; the vehicle also featured a 

chassis fully made from CFRP. E-RA’s forward motion was produced with four individual 

motors directly attached to the wheel with drive shafts; the motors were designed in the 

Lappeenranta University of Technology. The following figure shows how the E-RA looked 

in the year 2014, during some of the Nürburgring lap record attempts. 

 

 

Figure 3. E-RA in the year 2014 (Electricautosport.com, 2014). 
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E-RA went through several modifications from 2010 until 2016, which developed the 

vehicle further to become a more serious racecar, record beater and holder at racetracks in 

road legal electric vehicle category. Following figure shows how the chassis of E-RA was 

originally formed. 

 

 

Figure 4. The structure of E-RA chassis (Kinnunen, 2010). 

 

As can be seen from the figure, E-RAs chassis consists of multiple laminated panels of 

CFRP. In total E-RA chassis consists of 24 different components, which all must align 

properly so that the chassis overall tolerances can be achieved. Different colors in the figure 

represent different thicknesses of the components in the chassis assembly. (Kinnunen, 2010) 

 

1.4 Angelica 2017 

During 2016 and 2017 E-RA went through the most dramatic change so far, when the 

exterior panels were changed to make E-RA look more like a normal car again. This chain 
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of events was started by the cooperation of Metropolia and a Chinese company called AET. 

The final appearance of Angelica can be seen in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 5. Angelica in 2017 (Kyyrö, 2017). 

 

During the year 2016 and 2017 E-RA received new bumpers, hood and rear lid, which were 

mostly made from CFRP. The process itself also introduced the need for investigating how 

tolerances are formed during the design and manufacturing process, because the new parts 

needed unnecessary big number of working hours to fit on to the already existing chassis. 

Even though the process included looking up the dimensions were looked up from old CAD 

(Computer Aided Design) models and once designed, the new parts were fitted on top the 

old ones virtually. 

  

1.5 Biofore 2014 

Biofore was launched at the Geneva International Motorshow 2014. Biofore was designed 

as a small city car and it would serve as a testing and marketing platform for UPMs new and 

renewable cellulose-based materials and biofuels. Biofore featured several components 

made from renewable materials made by UPM, but Biofore’s chassis consisted mainly of 

CFRP. (Metropolia, 2017a) 
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Figure 6. Biofore as released in 2014 (Metropolia.fi, 2017a). 

 

Juha Tuomola designed Biofore’s exterior shape and the chassis was designed by Tino 

Tuominen, both at the time Metropolia’s students. Tino Tuominen’s bachelor thesis 

describes the design process of the chassis in detail. The following figure illustrates how the 

chassis is constructed from several CFRP components. 
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Figure 7. Biofore chassis from multiple angles (Tuominen, 2012). 

 

The chassis consists of eight bigger and more complex panels, three roof-supporting panels, 

and five supporting panels under the floor panel. In total, the chassis, without doors or lids, 

consists of 16 different composite components (Tuominen, 2012). As can be seen from the 

figure the chassis suddenly ends, because front part of the chassis was a tubular structure 

made of steel tubes. The front section of the chassis, also known as front frame, was designed 

by different student from Metropolia. Since the material was steel, the front frame will not 

be further investigated in this study (Priha, 2012). 

 

1.6 Prototype vehicle chassis development 

The vehicles manufactured by Metropolia have developed in several ways, one of which is 

the utilization of CFRP and number of composite components. The following table contains 

information on the three prototype vehicles. 
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Table 1. Metropolia vehicle comparison chart 

Vehicle CityCab E-RA Biofore 

Manufacturing year 2006 2010 2014 
# of CFRP parts in 
chassis 5  24 16 
# of other parts in 
chassis 4  0 2 

Measured errors < 5mm < 5mm and < 3mm Unknown 

Measuring device CMM Caroliner CMM 
 

The three prototypes have been released almost exactly 4 years apart, and the component 

numbers and ratios have been different in every vehicle. The number of components and 

their relation to components manufactured from other materials does not really tell the whole 

story, since all the vehicles were manufactured a little differently and for different purposes. 

CityCab’s CFRP component count is low, compared to E-RA and Biofore, because of the 

use of CoreCell foam, which was laminated inside the side panels, this reinforcement meant 

that there was no need for a secondary side panel. The number of CFRP components was 

also reduced by the floor of the chassis, which was a large more complicated sheet metal 

structure, which consisted of several sheet metal components, but will be counted as one 

large component in this case; the flooring also included an aluminum honeycomb structure, 

which will be counted as a separate component. E-RA featured a full chassis manufactured 

from CFRP components, which results in the high CFRP component count, the component 

count gets higher because of the smaller size of some of the components and because of the 

multi layered structure. Biofore shows reduced CFRP component count compared to E-RA, 

but higher than CityCab partly because of the floor structure, the main floor panel was an 

experimental biofiber composite, which was then reinforced with separate transverse CFRP 

components adhered and riveted to the floor component.   

 

The measured errors show consistency and inconsistency at the same time, consistency is in 

the measured values, but the inconsistency is in how the measurements were made. 

CityCab’s recorded maximum deviation in the chassis assembly was 5 mm and were 

measured using CMM and compared to the actual CAD-model, E-RA’s errors were 

measured with different device and the less than 5 mm error was measured in the diagonal 

of the chassis and the less than 3 mm errors in longitudinal and transverse directions. The 
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CMM that was used in the assembly of CityCab’s chassis was used in the assembly of 

Biofore’s chassis, but any record of the Biofore’s chassis measurements could not be found. 

 

The evolution from CityCab to Biofore can only speculated without talking to the persons 

responsible for the project. One speculation could be that what was learned about composite 

manufacturing during CityCab project were transferred to E-RA with mixed results, since 

Biofore the approach was different again, for example the CoreCell reinforcement method 

used in CityCab was totally discarded in the manufacturing of Biofore’s chassis components. 

Other speculation could be that in all these prototypes a new method was always tested.  

 

1.7 Research starting point 

The research starts on the brink of Metropolia’s next vehicle project, which should improve 

on the previous projects. The next vehicle project has been implied to be a small series 

produced vehicle, which means that especially the design, tolerances and manufacturing 

processes need to be improved so that all the produced vehicles meet the high standard of 

modern vehicles. To improve the processes, it is necessary to find out what has gone wrong 

with the previously and why.  

 

1.8 Research Questions 

The research questions are as follows:  

 From which different factors are the manufacturing tolerances of a composite 

component dependent on and why?  

 How can the dimension and geometrical tolerances of a composite component be 

controlled and how they should be taken into consideration for in an assembly 

consisting of multiple composite components? 

 

1.9 Boundaries of the study 

This study will be concentrated to composite laminate manufacturing using manual layup of 

fibers into an open tool and then curing them in a vacuum bag in elevated temperatures. 

There are several other manufacturing methods that can be used for composites, but manual 

layup with vacuum curing is the process used in previous projects and it is most likely the 

choice for future projects as well because of amount of practical knowledge of the process. 

Previous projects also have used woven continuous prepreg mats (woven mats of carbon 
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fiber previously impregnated with epoxy) and therefore this study will only concentrate on 

them. This study will not contain information on how the actual fibers are made, how they 

are woven together or in-depth analysis of chemical composition of the components. The 

following figure illustrates the laminating process in principle. 

 

 

Figure 8. Composite laminate manufacturing process simplified (Campbell, 2004, p. 19) 

 

The process principle is quite straight forward, sheets of fibers mixed with epoxy resin are 

laid-up on top of the tool and either vacuum sealed on to a flange in the tool or the entire 

tool with the laminate sheets placed inside a vacuum bag. Once the vacuum is formed and 

made sure that there are no leaks, the heat and pressure can be applied, the pressure is 

typically formed by the autoclave oven used in the process. The part cures due to the heat 

cycle and once cured it can be removed from the tool. 

 

1.9.1 Previous studies 

Composites offer quite a wide range of aspects to study; simulations, material properties, 

fiber composition, matrix composition, manufacturing techniques, joining, economical 

aspects and life cycle.  
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2 RESEARCH METHODS  

 

 

The study will consist of three different sections: a literature study, an open interview and 

measurement of an actual composite components tooling. This chapter will go through the 

methods used in this study and other aspects of the study. 

 

2.1 Qualitative methods, literature study 

A literature study will be conducted to find out how tolerances are formed in a composite 

component and assembly. This literature study will concentrate on two written books on 

composite manufacturing, which have been written by notable experts of the field. From 

these books a baseline of tolerance forming methods is formed, which then can be further 

investigated. In addition, critical or catastrophic composite manufacturing problems will be 

searched from the written literature.  

 

The literature study will continue with searches from scientific databases to further expand 

the understanding of tolerance forming in CFRP through previous studies. To qualify for 

this study, a research paper needs to be published in scientific database and it must be 

published after 2010. Studies, which directly researched tolerance forming and measuring, 

are also likely to be found.  

 

2.2 Qualitative methods, an open interview 

An open interview is used as a qualitative method in this study. The aim of this interview is 

to form a comprehensive understanding of what kind of parts has come out of the tool after 

the curing phase, what defects they had and what was done to the components to make them 

suitable for the application. The interviewee will be asked to focus on a selected component 

and the specific refinement and fitment process of that component. If the component 

manufacturing is outsourced, the aim of this interview is not to accuse the manufacturers of 

anything or to assign blame, but rather find out what are the common issues with the final 

components quality, what can be done if and when these issues occur and how difficult or 

time consuming the fix procedures are. This interview will might also illustrate the amount 

of labor that has been gone in to a CFRP component to make it fit to a vehicle and fill the 

standards of modern vehicle aesthetics. In this case, only one expert will be interviewed, this 
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is due to the nature of the interview, for it concentrates on one specific component and its 

fitment process, which was a one-person job. The expertise of this one interviewee will be 

introduced in the beginning of the interview. 

 

2.3 Quantitative methods, analyzing the tooling 

Literature study gives a good overview on the manufacturing, improvements and problems 

in CFRP manufacturing. In addition, the data gathered from the open interviews will shed 

some light on the issues that have been previously faced, but some of the previously faced 

challenges can also be quantified by analyzing the model and tools used to create one of 

those components. If possible, the tooling measured will be the tooling used to manufacture 

the component highlighted in the open interview. 

 

A composite component has been designed using CAD, which has been then used to 

manufacture a master model, from which then a tool can be formed. The master model will 

be scanned using a measuring system utilizing a 6-axis measuring arm connected to an 

optical scanning device that utilizes laser light and cameras to measure the surface as a point 

cloud. A proprietary software then will produce a polygon model of the scanned surface, 

which then can be compared to the CAD model, which was used to manufacture the physical 

master model. The results of the point cloud will also be inspected within a CAD software 

for more details. 

  

2.4 Sensitivity of this study 

The results may vary because of the advances in prepreg materials, which make them easier 

to handle and apply than the ones used in this study. The machinery used and the 

manufacturing personnel can also influence the results. The person or persons selected for 

the open interview will influence the results, because the experience will play a part in the 

process descriptions, working speed and working habits. 

  

2.5 Expected results, new scientific information  

All unclear or unexpected problems found during the manufacturing can be considered new 

information, but to verify them as actual new scientific information, they might need further 

studies that concentrate solely on the issue. 
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2.6 Applications of the results 

Methods found good and applicable will be used in the design of the next Metropolia’s 

vehicle chassis, which will most likely utilize a CFRP chassis. Results of this research will 

be public and therefore can be used for any composite component or assembly.    

 

2.7 Generalizable results  

The results will most likely concentrate on the issues of the composite manufacturing, but 

depending on the open interview results, they might also contain information about working 

conditions, working motivation and other workplace related aspects, but these aspects will 

not be further inspected in this study. 
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3 COMPOSITE LAMINATE MANUFACTURING 

 

 

This chapter will focus on three topics relating to tolerances and quality of a CFRP 

component manufactured from low temperature prepreg fabrics using vacuum bag curing: 

dimensional accuracy, component quality and assembly quality. Some of the topics are for 

composites in general, but they also apply for the chosen manufacturing process. 

 

Composites are a synonym for all materials that are composed of two or more different 

materials joined without fully mixing them to improve on the material properties of each 

other. In this case, the materials are carbon fibers woven together to form a fiber matt, which 

is then impregnated with epoxy, resin and cured to form the matrix of a composite 

component. Often with these laminated composite components they contain more than one 

layer of the fiber matts, which can be arranged accordingly, since the tensile strength of the 

matt is only in the direction of the fiber, therefore the matts are typically arranged in angles 

compared to each other for example 0° and 45°, as the following figure illustrates. (Campbell, 

2004, pp. 2-4) 

 

 

Figure 9. Illustration of the laminate directions in lay-up (Campbell, 2004, p. 3) 

 

As can be seen from the figure, on the left unidirectional lay-up refers to a lay-up in which 

on different layers the fibers travel in only one direction as on the right the travel direction 
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of the fibers is set in angles compared to the bottom layer. A woven fiber matt can be woven 

in such a way that the fibers travel inside one layer in both 0° and 90° directions, therefore 

only needing 0° and 45° to cover the same properties as the lay-up on the right side of the 

figure.  

 

The number of steps from design to finished product is quite long and they offer several 

potential events, which will influence the dimensions and quality of the final product. 

 

F. C. Campbell displays in a single figure the life of a composite part, the part’s possible 

faults and how these faults can happen from the very beginning until the very end. Faults 

that can happen during service are not in the scope of this study, but everything before that 

is. Most of the faults shown in the figure can happen due to user error or faulty equipment, 

i.e. foreign objects in the laminate or adhesive can be a part of a protective glove used by the 

personnel and under or over cured parts can happen due to faulty sensors or heating elements 

inside the curing oven or a faulty timer. 

 

When looking at the vehicles and their individual components displayed in the previous 

chapter, they contain double curved surfaces and other difficult to achieve shapes, which 

makes the verification of the dimensions with simple handheld measuring devices difficult. 

The difficult shapes also make the laying of the fibers difficult for the personnel and 

susceptible to multiple faults. 

 

Figure 10. The life of a composite product and possible faults (Campbell, 2004, p. 472) 
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3.1 Dimensional accuracy 

The cured component follows the shape on which the prepreg fabrics are laid and cured on, 

which means that in best-case scenario the tool surface’s dimensions are the dimensions of 

components tools side surface. The idea is represented in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 11. Male and female tool representation (Campbell, 2004, p. 105) 

 

The figure shows the lay-up/collation of the prepreg fabrics on top of the tools, which is 

going to become the component once cured. In the figure it is the tool side surface that is 

going to be dimensionally more accurate, to be precise it should be as dimensionally accurate 

as the tool side is. The other side of the laminate layers is being covered by a release film, 

an absorption fabric to absorb possible excess resin and then a vacuum bag, which is utilized 

together with a vacuum pump to create a vacuum between the bags inner surface and tool 

surface. This side of the laminates is not going to be as accurate as the tool side of the 

laminates with the open tool curing process; also, the material thickness is always an estimate 

depending on the number of layers, until tests are made to verify the thickness of the cured 

composite component. 

 

However, since the curing process also relies on heat application and materials react to 

elevated temperatures by expanding or contracting, therefore the tool material selection has 

an impact on the dimensions of the resulting component. The following figure shows one 

possible cure cycle for low temperature prepreg curing. 
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Figure 12. An example of a cure cycle for low temperature prepregs (Campbell, 2004, p. 
407). 

 

Temperature values displayed in the figure are for an example material and these values are 

always material and manufacturer specific, therefore only thing that can be taken from this 

figure is the fact that it these prepreg materials require two temperature cycles to achieve 

their advertised material properties. In addition, the ramping up and cooling down curves are 

material dependent. Both cure cycles are to be done with the material or initially cured 

component placed in the tool, so the tool needs to be able to withstand the temperatures of 

both cure cycles. Between the initial cure and the post cure, the component can be inspected 

for surface defects, since it is removed from the tool and if declared acceptable it will be 

placed back in the tool for the post-curing process. 

 

Not only does the tool need withstand the temperatures of the cure cycles, but it is also 

important that the CTE (Coefficient of Thermal Expansion) is known, because it is one of 

the material properties that the tool designer needs to take in to consideration when designing 

a tool for composite curing. F.C. Campbell gives an example table of material properties 

related to typical tooling materials and how the materials differ in these aspects. 
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Figure 13. An example of typical tooling material properties (Campbell, 2004, p. 107). 

 

The table contains four material dependent properties, which all have to do with the curing 

process, and the temperature elevation it requires and how the temperatures affect tooling 

material. First there is the maximum service temperature, which indicates the exact 

maximum temperature at which the tooling material can be used repeatedly, however even 

if the tooling material can handle the higher temperature the raw materials might not. Next 

is the CTE, which is more relevant with the metal alloys, because they will most likely 

require the thermal correction for the dimensional accuracy, the equation for the thermal 

expansion correction will be represented in the following chapter. Density of the material 

will determine the mass of the tool and therefore together with thermal conductivity 

determine how long it will take the tool to reach the curing temperatures and not act as a heat 

sink; this aspect will be covered more in the following chapters. 

 

The different thermal expansion rates are considered by using thermal correction. This 

correction enables the resulting component to be the desired size. Expansion is usually 

countered by shrinking the tool using the following equation: 
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𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑍 = 𝐶𝑇𝐸 − 𝐶𝑇𝐸 ∗ 𝑇 − 𝑇                           (1) 

 

In equation 1 CTEp is the CTE of the component, CTET is the CTE of the tool material, Tgel 

is the temperature where resin viscosity rises (gelation) and TRT is the room temperature. For 

example, an aluminum tool CTET is 13x10-6, carbon fiber and epoxy CTEP is 3,5x10-6, 

gelation temperature 177 °C and room temperature 20 °C will result in the correction factor 

of -0,0015, for dimension of 120cm it means the reduction of 0,18cm from the desired 

measurement so the tool dimension would be 119,82cm. Campbell illustrates this principle 

with the following figure. (Campbell, 2004, pp. 110-112) 

 

 

Figure 14. Tool expansion and the correction factor (Campbell, 2004, p. 112). 

 

The equation is quite simple, by using the room temperature and the resin gelation 

temperature difference and thermal expansion difference of the tool and component it 

determines at which temperature difference the resin viscosity starts to rise i.e. the 

component is going hold its shape and using this temperature delta to the CTE difference 

between the two parts. 
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F.C. Campbell also describes another correction needed for tooling of composite parts, 

where sheet metals i.e. steel tends to spring back after forming; composites tend to spring in 

after curing. The following figure illustrates this spring in effect and how to counter act it. 

 

 

Figure 15. Spring-in compensation for composites (Campbell, 2004, p. 113). 

 

The figure shows how a tool with angles X and Z have an extra 1,5° angles and yet the 

resulting product angles are X and Z. The spring in happens due to volumetric shrinkage in 

epoxy when cured, typically 1 to 6 %. The fibers restrict the shrinking effect in their traveling 

direction or in plane, but not in the direction of thickness. The actual spring-in happens in 

the corners because the inside ply is stretching, the outside ply is compressed and when the 

vacuum is removed after the cure the stresses spring-in the material. (Campbell, 2004, pp. 

213-214) 

 

One other phenomenon also relating to CTE also exists when especially producing flat CFRP 

components. The fibers adhere to the flat tool surface and the thermal expansion causes strain 

on them during cooling. The fibers adjacent to the tool have more residual stress on them 

once the part is fully cured and the fibers further from the tool surface, these stresses then 

force the part to warp. (Campbell, 2004, p. 215) 
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To study this spring-in tendency typically an L-shaped test pieces are used. However, the 

actual components typically manufactured are more complex; therefore, five different 

methods are being used today to reduce the effects deformations happening during cooling. 

These methods are the tool surface compensation, the process optimization, the structure 

optimization, tool-part interaction optimization and developing other methods. The tool 

surface compensation is the most commonly used method to counter-act deformations 

according to Lian et.al. Software commonly used to predict deformations and compensation 

of the tool surface are COMPORO, ABAQUS and ANSYS, which all are common FEA 

(Finite Element Analysis) software used in the industry. (Kappel et.al 2013; Lian et.al. 

2019). 

 

The following figure illustrates an example of the properties that the tool material must have 

to be suitable for composite manufacturing. 

 

 

Figure 16. An example of material properties when selecting tool material (Campbell, 2004, 
p. 104). 

 

The tool needs to survive the temperatures set by the curing process as was shown in the 

figure 12. Withstanding loads comes from the need of using a vacuum. The smoother the 

finish in tool the smoother the finish in the cured component, other surface quality related 

issues will be further covered in the chapter 3.2. There needs to be a parting agent between 
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the laminates and the tool, otherwise the laminates might adhere to the tool and therefore the 

part is ruined, and a retooling is needed, for example machining and polishing. The removal 

of the component from the tool can often be a violent operation and sometimes sharp objects 

are necessary, these objects can scrape the tool surface, therefore resistance against scraping 

might be necessary. Residues must be cleanable from the tool surface; therefore, resistance 

to solvents is necessary. The light weight of the tool improves workshop safety for it is easier 

to move, especially if an autoclave is used in the process.  

 

Tool material must be machinable so that it can be machined to desired shapes. If the tool 

material cannot be machined, but it has been given the desired shape by other means it needs 

to be capable of lamination, because you can laminate a tool from the desired shape and use 

this laminate as a tool for the actual component you require. This brings us nicely to the 

subject of master model and a tool, because with composites it is possible to for example 

machine a master model of a desired shape and then use that master to laminate tools. The 

following figure illustrates both processes. 

 

 

Figure 17. Straight to tool and master model schematics of composite manufacturing. 

 

Master model method of producing the desired component takes more time than the straight 

to tool method, because to achieve the desired component you must do the laminating at 

least twice. But for laminating the tool it isn’t necessary to use the most expensive fabrics 

since it doesn’t have to meet the high standards that the final component does, for example 
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for the prepreg carbon fibers can be replaced with wet laminated glass fibers which will cure 

in room temperature. Master model method also offers the chance to make several tools from 

the same master model and therefore enabling the option for manufacturing multiple desired 

components at the same time. It also enables the possibility of storing tools in case of an 

unexpected event, for example a parting agent failure resulting in a tool destruction. One of 

the tool material properties mentioned in figure 15 was uniform heat-up rate, when a 

laminate tool is made from a master model the tool can be designed and made to have a 

nearly identical heat-up properties as the desired component. Tool with different specific 

heat capacity and different thermal conductivity rate will heat-up and cool down at different 

rate than the laminate and therefore it will work for example as a heat sink during heat-up 

cycle therefore lengthening the cure cycle. Some of these values were presented in the figure 

13. Having the tool be the same material as the desired component will also have the effect 

of the tool design process not needing thermal correction, which was introduced before. 

(Campbell, 2004, p. 108) 

 

For a prototype manufactured on a tighter schedule than a production model that takes years 

to develop the straight to tool option is very viable, because the number of desired 

components is lower. The following figure illustrates a comparison of the costs of a 

prototype and production aircraft tooling. 

 

 

Figure 18. Cost share differences between a production tooling costs and prototype tooling 
costs (Campbell, 2004, p. 410). 
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The figure clearly shows that once the production numbers go up the share of tooling costs 

decreases. This means that the less components produced per tool the higher the tooling costs 

are going to be when compared to other manufacturing costs. Recurring costs in this case 

are the materials needed to manufacture the components, nonrecurring costs might be other 

hand tools or other equipment needed at the site. The high costs of prototype tooling results 

in the need of finding less expensive materials for tooling to decrease the costs of 

prototyping. 

 

The design and manufacturing of tools require time and expertise, but also the manual lay-

up process takes up time and since it is done manually, it offers several potential situations 

that can influence component quality. The expertise and knowledge of artisans is typically 

what lowers the lay-up times, but research done by Bloom et al. shows how a tool with 

steeper angles and the material properties of uncured prepreg material also affects the lay-

up times (Bloom et.al., 2013). The following figure illustrates how the angles in tooling 

affect the lay-up times. 

 

 

Figure 19. Graph displaying a relation between the mould/tool angle and layup time in 
composite manufacturing (Bloom et al., 2013). 
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As can be seen from the figure 19, as the tool gets an increase in the slope angle time of the 

lay-up increases. What this means is that with careful design choices significant time savings 

can be achieved during the lay-up. The figure also illustrates that there are slight differences 

between the laminators, but they are not that significant. This figure does not however take 

into consideration what was the resulting component quality, though quality requirements 

were set for the experiment: datums must be followed, no wrinkling allowed, and no bridging 

allowed. (Bloom et.al., 2013) 

 

The following figure illustrates the lay-up time differences between different prepreg 

materials and the corresponding materials. 

 

 

Figure 20. A Graph of average layup times with different fibers matts (Bloom et al., 2013). 

 

As the figure illustrates the prepreg material choice does influence the lay-up times. The 

prepreg material properties listed in the study were tack, shear and bending. Tack is how 

sticky or self-adhesive the prepreg material is, shear is how easily it deforms to the desired 

shapes and bending is how it bends in the corners. 

 

3.1.1 Caul plates 

To achieve even better dimensional accuracy a rigid or semi-rigid plate can be placed 

between the laminate and the vacuum bag, these plates are commonly known as caul plates. 

Caul plates locally improve radius quality, dimensional control and the surface finish when 

compared to the against the vacuum bag surface finish by influencing the resin flow and 
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resin pressure distribution. Semi-rigid caul plates are typically thin sheet metal, rubber or 

composites as rigid ones are made from thicker metals and composites. This method is in 

essence creating locally a double-sided tool, which comes as a lower cost than creating full 

double-sided tools that are used in for example Resin Transfer Molding (RTM). The 

dimensional accuracy and tolerances of these plates must be checked so that during curing 

the elevated temperatures and their thermal expansion will not cause any issues. (Campbell, 

2004, pp. 206-207) 

 

3.2 Component quality 

Component quality covers component’s surface quality and component’s uniformity after 

the cure cycles. The component surface quality is inherited from the tool surface as was 

explained in the chapter 3.1, but due to uncalculated events in the cure process or lay-up 

imperfections can occur on the surface thus decreasing the surface quality. What happens 

inside the material is also an issue, since the material is laid up manually one layer at a time, 

it possible that the material is contaminated with foreign objects or other contaminants. 

Imperfections within material influence the mechanical properties of the component or 

assembly. 

 

Voids and pores occur when volatiles are absorbed by the prepreg material. One of the most 

common volatiles is moisture. The carbon fibers do not absorb moisture, but the epoxy resin 

in the prepreg does, therefore increasing moisture content of the prepreg. Voids and pores 

grow when the hydrostatic pressure of the resin is lower than the pressure of the void. The 

volatiles get trapped inside the matrix typically in the gelation phase, when the viscosity of 

the resin increases. What differentiates a pore from a void is commonly the size and location. 

Pores typically happen within the layer and voids commonly happen between layers of the 

laminate as the following figure illustrates. (Campbell, 2004, pp. 184-186) 
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Figure 21. Voids and pores inside the composite laminate (Campbell, 2004, p. 185). 

 

As can be seen from the figure it is namely the size and location of the void that separates 

them from pores. Surface quality is compromised when these pores occur near the surface 

of the material, which will be an issue if the said surface is intended to be an A-class surface 

on the vehicle and especially if the surface is supposed to have the naked carbon look. These 

pores on the surface are sometimes called pin holes, which then can be filled with lacquer 

and then wet sanded to level during the surface treatment. 

 

Voids influence on mechanical properties of composites were studied by Luca Di Landro et. 

al. in the year 2016. It was discovered that the fiber dominant property of composites, tensile 

strength, was not greatly influenced by the void content. But with Short Beam Shear (SBS) 

tests a 25% decrease was noticed with 6,6% void content and compression load capability 

was noticed to drop by 10% with 4% void content. (Di Landro, L. et. al., 2016)  

 

Due to the prepreg material’s natural tendency to absorb moisture from the air, it is common 

practice to use a clean room as the lay-up room. A clean room will typically have a machine-

controlled air conditioning to control the temperature and humidity and therefore controlling 

the amount of moisture that could contaminate the prepreg materials. These rooms are also 

typically built to have a slightly positive pressure inside so that dirt and other dust particles 

would not travel into the room and contaminate the materials. (Campbell, 2004, p. 133) 
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Prepreg materials are stored in -18 °C to increase shelf life, because in room temperature the 

material starts to degrade. The degradation will have four effects on the material: the loss of 

tack, the material becomes stiffer and harder to apply, during cure, the resin flow is not what 

it is supposed to be and in some cases, the resin might not cure at all. When the prepreg roll 

is taken out of the freezer the material temperature must be let to rise to room temperature 

inside the protective bag, because if it is taken out moisture can condense on the surface and 

increase the void content. (Campbell, 2004, p. 132; Kevra Oy, 2019) 

 

The void content has been an issue with prepreg materials since their conception, therefore 

material manufacturers have come up with ways to reduce voids and pores. As was 

previously mentioned the main reason for voids and pores is the moisture absorbed by the 

epoxy resin, but also air might get trapped between the layers of laminate during manual lay-

up. This entrapped air behaves such as any other volatiles creating voids. F.C. Campbell 

introduces three ways the manufacturer has tried to let the entrapped air escape during 

curing, which are displayed in the following figure. (Campbell, 2004, p. 407) 
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Figure 22. Examples of material manufacturer's efforts to reduce porosity in cured 
components (Campbell, 2004, p. 408). 

 

As can be seen the raw material manufacturers used three ways to give the entrapped air a 

way out of the laminate, typically leaving some of the fibers unimpregnated. According to 

F.C. Campbell with these techniques, especially the leaving few unimpregnated strands of 

carbon in the prepreg matt has proven very effective, lowering the void content from 5% to 

less than 1%. (Campbell, 2004, pp. 407-408) 
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While the materials have been developed to decrease the void content, if the manual lay-up 

is not done well there still is a possibility of voids in the laminate. No bridging allowed was 

mentioned in previous chapter as one of the requirements set for the lay-up experiment. What 

bridging means is for example in inside corner of a tool, when the laminate layers are laid-

up, they are laid in such a manner that the laminate layer tacks both on the bottom and the 

wall of the tool, but not on the radius of the corner. This bridging, or cutting the corner if 

you will, can happen on the first layer with influences the dimensional accuracy of the 

component or it can happen between layers, which will increase the void content of the 

component. (Campbell, 2004, p. 409) 

 

Prepreg material can be formed on to the tool surface by using hands, for example pad side 

of the thumb or other fingers. This presents a problem especially with difficult shapes, 

because of hands are soft, therefore it does not always force the fabric enough fully tack on 

to the tool surface. To avoid these lay-up errors or mistakes the laminators have come up 

with handheld tools to make sure the laminates are placed up into the tool as planned with 

no bridging or gaps. The following figure displays some of these tools. (Elkington et al., 

2013) 

 

 

Figure 23. Custom hand tools used by the worker (Boisse, 2015, p. 99). 

 

The hand tools, also known as dibbers, displayed in the figure are manufactured typically by 

the laminators themselves and therefore are always custom. The custom aspect of these tools 

also mean that new tools can be rapidly made for different situations. Not only do these tools 
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increase the quality of the resulting components, but they also improve laminator working 

ergonomics. (Boisse, 2015, p. 100; Elkington et al., 2013) 

 

Compacting the already laid-up laminate layers with applying vacuum between a said 

number of layers is called debulking. Debulking is a method used to improve the quality of 

the composite part. Debulking is typically done between 3-5 layers of laminates; therefore, 

it is typically done for components, which consists of at least four layers. However, if there 

are mistakes done with the lay-up, for example bridging or wrinkling, debulking cannot fix 

them, it can only improve an already good set of laminate layers. The following figure shows 

a CFRP roof panel and its imperfections. (Campbell, 2004, p. 203) 

 

 

Figure 24. Cured CFRP roof panel and highlights of defects (Lee et al., 2016). 

 

In the figure, the highlighted numbers one and two show patches with surface porosity, there 

is clearly parts of the matrix missing from the corners. The authors of the CFRP roof panel 
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design study believe that with debulking process they could have prevented these situations. 

It must be noted that the manufacturing process is not the same one as in this study, but the 

imperfections in the final products can look the same. (Lee et al., 2016) 

 

3.3 Cutting and drilling of composites 

The cutting and drilling of composites introduce new risks and possibility for faults in their 

structural integrity but depending on the design of the product, they might be necessary for 

the product to function as intended. Cutting and drilling can introduce too much heat into 

the component, which may cause matrix degradation or matrix cracking. (Campbell, 2004, 

pp. 440-442) 

 

Once the cured laminate is released from the tool, it typically is designed to be larger than 

needed, for now it can be trimmed to size. Common tools for this are high-speed air motors 

equipped with cutting discs, but Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) waterjets can also 

be used. Composite components can be cut using laser, but the surfaces and edges of the 

composite tend to be charred too much in the process, therefore it is not recommended. The 

literature recommends diamond coated saw blades, diamond coated router bits or carbide 

router bits for especially for trimming operations of carbon fibers. When trimming, a 

template is often used to guide the cutting edge, for example when the actual is cutter is held 

by hand. The final trimming of the edges can be done with sanding, starting with 80 grit and 

finishing with 240-320 grit sandpapers, an air powered random orbital sander or a die grinder 

can be used. (Campbell, 2004, pp. 442-445) 

 

Often the composite part also needs holes, for mechanical fasteners like screws or rivets, the 

holes are commonly done by drilling. In addition to heat, the drilling introduces three 

possible ways the composite can be damaged by the operation. Two of these mechanisms 

are introduced in the following figure. 
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Figure 25. Forces the drill introduces to composite laminates (Campbell, 2004, p. 449). 

 

As can be seen from the figure, as the drill enters the laminate it tries to peel of the top layers, 

as normally in metal materials it would eject the cut particles. And on the right side as the 

drill is trying to exit the material it is forcing the bottom layers to delaminate. Neither of 

these cases are acceptable, for it opens a pathway for more failures. The following figure 

illustrates the third possible damage mode that can happen during drilling of laminates. 

 

 

Figure 26. Illustration of fiber pull-out due to drilling a composite laminate (Campbell, 
2004, p. 450). 

 

The third possible failure is fiber pull-out, which happens when selective parts of the 

laminates get pulled out and leaving the hole surfaces uneven. To influence this behavior the 

drill geometry or machining parameters can be changed and eventually optimized. A 
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machinability study made in 2013 to CFRP indicate that delamination increases as the feed 

rate increases, but the depth of cut does not increase it as much. (Campbell, 2004, p.449; 

Boisse, 2015, p. 192; Jenarthanan & Jeyapaul, 2013) 

 

There are two types of drills developed especially for carbon and epoxy composites, which 

are a flat two-flute and four-flute dagger drills. Literature suggests that in aerospace industry 

each company have their own proprietary drills with specific geometries. (Campbell, 2004, 

p. 454) 

 

A study was conducted in year 2015 by Turner, Scaife and El-Dessouky to discover the 

influences of coolant to CFRP integrity, a coolant is typically used to cool the component 

and the machining tool. As was previously explained moisture influences the epoxy resin, 

but the influence is not limited to just uncured epoxy resin. The introduction of moisture to 

the cured component also degrades the matrix dominant properties of composites, such as 

impact resistance. The study concentrated on six types of coolants/lubricants used for the 

drilling the study also included air and de-mineralized water, all of which were introduced 

to the composites. The study discovered that there are differences between the tested liquids. 

The most suitable coolant/lubricant was able to shield the composite laminate from water 

transfer; de-mineralized water was the worst of the lubricants. (Turner, Scaife and El-

Dessouky, 2015) 

 

3.4 Assembly 

There are two choices for composite assembly joining, adhesive bonding and mechanical 

fasteners such as rivets or bolts, or the combination of the two. The assembly is typically 

done manually and therefore introduces more cost and possibility for failures, which could 

compromise the structural integrity of the composite component. Therefore, the best type of 

assembly is no assembly required, designed out of the system, in fact lowering the part count 

and making larger and more complicated components or otherwise making one component 

do multiple tasks. Lowering of part count also reduces the risks of misalignment during 

assembly, and the dimensions between critical surfaces are only influenced by the distortions 

happening during the manufacturing process. (Campbell, 2004, p. 440) 
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There are several aspects when comparing the mechanical fasteners to adhesives in 

composite joining. First is how the joint is going to distribute the load, which is illustrated 

in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 27. Comparison between a mechanical joint and a bonded joint (Campbell, 2004, p. 
243). 

 

As can be seen from the figure, a bonded joint distributes the load across the area when 

compared to a bolted or riveted mechanical joint. In addition, the bonded joins improve on 

the vibration and damping functions of the joint and it also stiffens the structure. Other 

benefits also include the reduced mass of the joint, the joint can also function as a seal and 

it enables also the joining of materials that would otherwise cause i.e. galvanic corrosion. 

Adhesive bonds also have some disadvantages, for example, the joint is very permanent, and 

the disassembly attempt usually results in destroyed components. Adhesive joints also 
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require very good surface preparation for the bond to be as intended, surface treatment 

consists of roughing the surface to maximize the surface area, removing dust or other 

impurities from the bond surface and the chosen adhesive must be suitable for the to be 

joined materials. To test the bonded joint a destructive method is usually needed, since the 

non-destructive methods are often not reliable enough since they can only test for voids and 

areas, which are not bonded properly. The epoxy adhesives can also suffer from the same 

issues that the prepreg materials, they degrade over time and the degradation is sped up in 

the room temperature, therefore they should be refrigerated. The following figure illustrates 

the acceptable and unacceptable failure modes of adhesive bonds. (Campbell, 2004, pp. 242-

245) 

 

 

Figure 28. Different failure modes of bonded joints (Campbell, 2004, p. 252). 

 

As can be seen from the figure the acceptable failures occur on either the adhesive or the 

adherent side. The unacceptable failures happen due to poor adhesion on the surface, 
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unexpected forces applied to the joint, the adhesive is not strong enough or the adhesion to 

the surfaces is not sufficient, so the adherents begin the move when compared to each other. 

The adhesion to the surfaces of the material can be an issue in the surface preparation but it 

can also indicate that the adhesive is not suitable for the materials. The adhesive joining also 

offer different types of configurations for the joint, following figure shows eight examples 

of different joint configurations. (Campbell, 2004, p. 251) 

 

 

Figure 29. Possible joint configurations for bonded joints (Campbell, 2004, p. 245). 

 

Where common mechanical fasteners, bolts and rivets, required only a drilled hole the 

simplest adhesive joint needs only surface treatment as some of the more complicated require 

more complicated shapes i.e. scarf joint. The step lap joint is done as co-cured joint, which 

means that the adhesion happens during either one of the components cure cycle. In the end, 

it is left up for the designer to select suitable joint configuration.  
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One of key factors in choosing the mechanical fasteners is the fact that CFRP do corrode 

steel fasteners by galvanic corrosion. Therefore, the fasteners need to be chosen carefully, 

the literature suggests that one suitable and commonly used fastener material is a titanium 

alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) for it has high strength-to-weight ratio and it resists corrosion very well. 

Other possible materials for fasteners are stainless steels, nickel alloy Inconel 718 and multi-

phase alloys MP35N and MP159. The following figure illustrates the possible failure modes 

of composites joined with mechanical fasteners. (Campbell, 2004, pp. 445-446) 

 

 

Figure 30. Mechanical joint failure modes in composite applications (Campbell, 2004, p. 
447). 

 

Most of the failures happen due to too many or too few laminate layers orientated correctly 

in relation to the subjected force. For example, in the situation of cleavage tension the corner 

of the material is separated, which might indicate that with more cross-plies, layers in which 

the fibers travel in 45° angle compared to other layers, the failure could have been avoided. 

The only failure mode that does not result in catastrophic failure is the bearing, because even 

in the event of this failure the components are going to stay in place. The failures in the 
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figure do not account for failures that happen during assembly which are i.e. over torqueing 

a bolt, which can cause matrix cracking and therefore introduce a start point for a more 

catastrophic failure. (Campbell, 2004, pp. 446-447; Campbell, 2004, p. 457) 

 

3.5 Positioning and verification 

Positioning of the components for assembly is usually done in jigs, which will locate the 

components correctly in correlation to each other. If the holes for mechanical fasteners are 

done beforehand and they are done with very little accuracy they will misalign the assembly, 

therefore sometimes the holes for mechanical fasteners are done when the components are 

located correctly, and the holes are then drilled through both components at the same time. 

If adhesives are used, then the adhesives are applied to the correct flanges or spots before 

the components are located properly and when they are located, the adhesive should have 

contact to both surfaces and then left to cure. 

 

As was previously mentioned, the typical composite components manufactured in 

Metropolia are dimensionally large, shape wise complex and contain doubly curved surfaces, 

which makes their dimensional verification quite difficult if not impossible with common 

manual measuring devices. However, these complex shapes and doubly curved surfaces can 

be measured, but the equipment to do so can be costly. The measurements can be done with 

CMM or other portable measuring arm, which can use contact probes to touch the surface 

and then save the coordinates though a specific software which is able to show the 

dimensions and compare them with the actual CAD model. These measuring arms can also 

use a laser scanning head to scan large surfaces and then compare the resulting point cloud 

to a CAD model. An example of a measuring device will be introduced in the Chapter 5. 

The design could also be made in such a fashion that it takes into consideration the easy 

placement and measuring, which would then eliminate the need for expensive measuring 

arms. 

 

The material integrity can be verified with nondestructive inspection or tests (NDT), most 

common of these are visual inspection, tap testing with a small hammer or similar object and 

ultrasonic inspection. Visual inspection can detect voids and pores in the surface of the 

material, tap testing can detect delamination within the next few layers but for full 

inspection, ultrasonic scanning devices are needed. Other possible ways to examine a 
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composite composites integrity are radiographic by using x-ray imaging and thermographic 

by using infrared (IR) camera to figure the component.  (Campbell, 2004, pp. 473-474; 

Campbell, 2004, p. 483; Campbell, 2004, p. 491) 

 

3.6 Computer Aided Tolerancing (CAT) 

A study conducted by Rocco Ascione and Wilma Polini featured a comparison of an 

analytical method of tolerance analysis and a simulation based tolerance analysis. The study 

compares the two approaches by applying them to an existing design of an aeronautical 

assembly. The assembly consists of both composite components and sheet metal 

components; the assembly is fully designed with all the fittings. The study concentrates on 

the possibility of the mounting, which is done with screws. The study goes though details of 

the calculations of tolerances of the screw holes in 2D or in plane, but does not if the material 

plays a role in the assembly and tolerances. The 2D tolerance analysis can either be done 

with software or simplified to calculations done by other statistical software such as Matlab. 

The study concludes the three-dimensional (3D) tolerance analysis can only be solved with 

CAT software, such as eM-Tolmate, and learning to use the software takes time and effort. 

(Ascione and Polini, 2018) 

 

3.7 Evaluating the literature 

The written books used in this study offered a good baseline for the knowledge on composite 

manufacturing and how the manufacturing process influences the component dimensions. 

However, being written books, the information in them is not always the most recent due to 

time-consuming nature of curating and publishing a written book. The effect of this delayed 

process can be counter acted by then searching scientific databases for additional knowledge 

on the subjects presented in the written books. There is an increase in the scientific research 

done on the field of composites, which can be seen as the amount of the acronym “CFRP” 

displayed in the topics of different scientific releases, this increase is illustrated in the 

following figure.  
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Figure 31. A chart displaying the increase in the acronym "CFRP" in research paper titles 
over time, from 1960 to 2019. 

 

The figure was taken from statistics provided by the search engine, used to search for 

research papers. In this case, the acronym “CFRP” was searched. The increase in the research 

of composites could be due to the increase in the use of composite components in industries, 

for example automotive and aerospace, therefore the study of composites could be 

encouraged financially by the industries.  

 

The research papers found in the scientific databases and used in this literature study, even 

though few in number, were found to battle the same issues of composite manufacturing that 

was displayed in the written literature. This means that the issues with composite 

manufacturing are far from being fully understood and further study is necessary, especially 

on how to recycle composite materials, which are made partly from thermoset plastics, which 

are commonly understood as non-recyclable and non-reusable. 

 

Some of the literature found relating to composite manufacturing was discarded, because the 

manufacturing method used in them differed too much from the scope of this study. The 

manufacturing of composite materials within the industry outweighs the manufacturing done 

in public research centers, therefore most of the practical development in the field of 

composites and especially laminated composites happens in independent composite 

manufacturing companies and knowledge is kept hidden and as property of the said 

company.  
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4 FITTING AND FINISHING COMPOSITE LAMINATES, AN OPEN 

INTERVIEW  

 

 

The open interview consists of an open discussion with a specialist; the specialist was solely 

responsible for the aesthetics of two Metropolia’s project vehicles, Biofore was released in 

2014 and Angelica in 2017. This means that the person has extensive experience working 

with and finalizing CFRP components of a prototype vehicle, and it is impossible to find a 

person with the same background and experience within the timeframe of this study.  

 

The interview will focus on the front bumper of Angelica, which was manufactured by a 

subcontractor and then made to fit the vehicle chassis and surrounding components by the 

interviewee. Kindly the manufacturing personnel had taken photos and a permission has 

been given to use them in this study, these photos will be used to display the issues 

discovered and solved in during the fitment process. Since only one person did the fitment 

of this specific component, there are no substitutes for the interviewee and the interviewee 

has an exceptional understanding of the fitment of the said part. 

 

Even though the part in question is not a structural member of the chassis of a vehicle, it will 

give an insight to the manufacturing of this kind of component and dimensional problems 

that it might contain. With structural parts, this kind of work to make the dimensions correct 

wouldn’t be advised because the methods used to perfect the component, such as using body 

filler, aren’t capable of handling the loads that the actual CFRP parts can. However, just like 

in the vehicles presented before, the chassis is a self-supporting monocoque, which means 

that chassis of the vehicle functions as a structural element and as an exterior design element, 

which should have an A-class finish. 

 

The interview will follow the story how an off-site manufactured composite component is 

fitted on to a vehicle. This interview should give an insight of where the difficulties lie in 

the process and where the possible mistakes are made. One key aspect, which will also be 

covered, is the aspect of small-scale production, i.e. how would the parts need to be changed 

to lower the manual labor aspect of the fitting. The following chapters are interpreted from 

the interview done in Finnish language. 
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4.1 Design and manufacturing specification 

Due to time limitations, it was decided that the new CFRP components for Angelica are 

going to be manufactured off-site by a subcontractor. The new front bumper design was 

already set so the CAD files were sent to the subcontractor (Tuomola, J., 2019). The 

following figure shows the new bumper design from three different angles.  

 

 

Figure 32. CAD-model of the front bumper of Angelica. 

 

The figure shows the bumper design and its maximum dimensions in x-, y- and z-directions. 

The dimensions are rounded up to two decimal points, which shows that the length is 

1714,24, the height 311,04 mm and the depth 603,41 mm. In the figure 32, the bumper 

dimensions have been given with the accuracy of two decimals, but the actual CAD model 

is even more accurate. The bumper is the size of a typical front bumper of a small car, but 

quite large when compared to a typical composite component, which has been manufactured 

to study composite manufacturing and deformations. These dimensions will be used later 

with the measurements done for the master model.  
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Since these subcontracted components are only for the purpose of looks, not safety, the lay-

up was only determined that the resulting component should be approximately 2mm thick. 

The component material was only specified as carbon fiber composite; it was left up to the 

subcontractor to select the raw materials. The final components were to be trimmed with 

10mm offset to avoid the parts being over trimmed and therefore be unusable. (Tuomola, J., 

2019) 

 

4.2 Received parts 

The subcontractor was not given any specific way to manufacture the component, but at this 

point, it was discovered that they had manufactured a master model from which a tool was 

made and from that tool the actual component. To be specific it seemed that the subcontractor 

had machined a master model of the front bumper, after machining the model was sanded 

for painting and painted with red color. This surface was then polished before being applied 

with a release agent. The actual tool was manufactured from the model by using a gel coat 

to cover the surface and then covering the gel coat with layers of chopped glass fibers and 

unknown resin to give the tool more rigidity. The tool was also given a plywood base for 

easier movability in the workshop, the plywood base was held in place with the same 

material as was used after the gel coat. The following figure shows the condition in which 

the model, tool and component arrived. (Tuomola, J., 2019) 
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Figure 33. Component, tool and master model as they arrived from the subcontractor. 

 

In the figure 33, the master model is on the bottom and the component is placed in the tool 

and separated with bubble wrap. The visual inspection of the model, the tool and the 

component indicated that they were acceptable, though it was apparent that some of the 

detailed lines were almost gone from the sides of the bumper. It is possible that these lines 

were sanded down during the model manufacturing and therefore they were missing from 

the tool and the resulting component. The following figure shows the component by itself. 

(Tuomola, J., 2019) 
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Figure 34. The component in the state, which it arrived from the subcontractor. 

 

The components were to be trimmed to an offset of 10 mm by the subcontractor, which was 

clearly attempted with the use of 10 mm wide masking tape as seen in the figure. The 

trimming contained few issues, the tape was laid manually, and it was done so that the lines 

were misplaced and contained sharp corners as the part outlines should have been smooth. 

In addition, the cutting device had wavered off the line at places quite badly. The surface 

quality of the component was acceptable, but it contained some pores. Since a prepreg 

material was not specifically asked for, it is possible that the bumper was manufactured by 

other means; the number of pores or pinholes found on the component surface also supports 

this theory. The thickness of the component was mostly approximately as specified i.e. on 

the straight surfaces, but it was apparent that in the difficult shapes the material thickness 

was not as specified. It was also clear that the fibers were not fully contacting the surface 

and some bridging had occurred. In total three different components were ordered from the 

subcontractor and by the visual inspection only one of those components had used prepreg 

as raw material, even though these kinds of tools could be used with prepregs. It has to be 

noted that if these kinds of components are to be done again, they should contain flanges 

that curve inwards to eliminate some of the difficulties in the manual trimming of the 

components. (Tuomola, J., 2019) 
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4.3 First fitments 

Since the project had to move at a brisk pace, a set of new models and tools for a different 

sized bumper was not an option so the received parts had to be used and made to fit. The 

following figures show the next steps of fitting the front bumper to surrounding components. 

  

 

Figure 35. Component in the intended location, secured with tape. 

 

At this point, the imaginary centerlines have been placed on to the bumper with blue masking 

tape to aid in the aligning process. The centerline is very difficult to measure, especially with 

these doubly curved surfaces, for future reference there should be a jig or there should be 

some kind of datum points added to the tool, which then would replicate on to the final 

component. In addition, the missing contours on the side of the bumper were brought back 

with body filler. At this point also, the difficulty of having the wheel arch lines meet up with 

the hood and the bumper is starting to show, especially in this case the flanges typically 

found in production vehicles would have helped a lot. These flanges were not originally 

made, because a reliable measurement could not be made from the chassis and there was a 

fear of the components not fitting even with a decent measurement and the fitting process 

would have had to been done by manually anyway.  By adding these flanges the 

manufacturing process would have been more complicated and therefore the fitting process 

start date would have been pushed even further, which would have risked missing the entire 

project deadlines. The following figure shows the wheel arch aligning issue in more detail. 

(Tuomola, J., 2019) 
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Figure 36. Highlight of the fitting process and the misalignment of the wheel arch. 

 

The front bumper and the hood piece were very different in their stiffness; therefore, there 

were some issues with the aligning because the hood rather hangs on top of the bumper 

instead of holding its own weight and staying in place. Because there were no guiding 

surfaces or pins to hold the components in place, a set of custom holders and supports had 

to be used to space up the components to find their actual positions. Once the actual position 

was found, proper mounts could be made, and the components could be trimmed down to 

their actual size and the continuity in the surfaces over the panel gaps could be achieved. 

This raises few considerations for future components; the process would be less time 

consuming there was a rigid mounting for the components and there could have been 

mounting designed and fitted on the components during the manufacturing phase. In this 

case, the parts were installed and uninstalled from the vehicle for sanding and trimming. 

(Tuomola, J., 2019) 
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4.4 Finishing fitment 

The mounting seems to be final at this point and the edges have been trimmed down, but the 

surfaces do not align in all the places at this point. To make these surfaces align a body filler 

must be used. The following figure shows the situation before and after adding body filler 

in more detail. 

 

 

Figure 37. Before and after several hours of work and body filler. 

 

According to the interviewee, the amount of body filler used to make the surfaces align is 

far from ideal and by the lower part of the figure, both the front bumper and the hood piece 

have received several sets of body filler. The greyish color on the bumper and hood piece 

comes from the use of epoxy primer coat; the yellowish color is from the body filler. 

(Tuomola, J., 2019) 

 

Once the components have been made to fit, the surface continuity is checked, and the panel 

gaps have been sanded to constant manually the painting process can begin. The following 
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figure is from the final fitments and the all the components have a sanding primer finish 

already on them. (Tuomola, J., 2019) 

 

 

Figure 38. All components fitted and coated with sanding primer. 

 

At this point, all the panels fit to each other, including the hood piece and the front bumper. 

All the cutouts are done and if there are any other components, that need to be made to fit it 

has had to be done before this stage. After this photograph was taken, the components were 

removed and all of them were painted separately. The following figure shows in detail some 

of the shapes of these components. (Tuomola, J., 2019) 
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Figure 39. Highlight of the panel gap and the final finish before receiving color. 

 

According to the interviewee, this figure shows the quality that should have come out of the 

tool. The tight radius on the panel gap might introduce new issues during manufacturing, if 

the prepreg material is too stiff it would not follow the tight radius. To get the panel gap to 

this point has taken a lot of time, because the process has multiple phases, first the panels 

are fitted with minimal gap and then the gap is sanded down manually to desired length, in 

this case about 3mm. This can only be made when the components are mounted on to the 

vehicle and in their final location. If all the components would contain marks for the cuts 

and the fitment would be excellent this could have been done with the components separately 

and the small adjustments within the mounts would be enough to achieve desired results. As 

was previously discussed these components should’ve contained a small flange inward by 

design, but in this case the material thickness was increased on the edges with body filler 

and adhesives. (Tuomola, J., 2019) 

 

4.5 Painting 

The paint process is different for these composite components than it is for metallic 

components i.e. mild steels, since the fibers need to be sealed in for the epoxy absorbs 

moisture and it also degrades in sunlight because of the UV rays and the composites are quite 

sensitive to the temperatures commonly used in speeding up the painting process. (Tuomola, 

J., 2019) 
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The use of epoxy primer helps to highlighting possible errors in the surface, but it must be 

sanded before applying more coats of paint, the sanding can be done with random orbital 

sander to speed up the process. If a composite component is to be painted, the epoxy primer 

coat is needed to achieve a good attachment of the paint on to the surface. (Tuomola, J., 

2019) 

 

Before painting the composite components should be post cured, but even with the post cure 

cycles done they are prone to warping if too much heat is applied in the drying process of 

painting, in this case 30 °C was the absolute maximum. The more body filler used the more 

prone the components are to the temperatures, most likely due to the different thermal 

expansion rates of the filler and component. Thicker the body filler the more prone it is to 

crack and it also questions the use of composite materials, if the mass is increased using 

body fillers, which are typically denser than the base material. (Tuomola, J., 2019) 

 

For future considerations all the parts with different colors could be separate components, in 

this case the front bumper and lower lip were manufactured as one component. As can be 

seen in the following figure. (Tuomola, J., 2019) 
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Figure 40. Component ready after paint to be fitted on to the vehicle. 

 

The reason for manufacturing them as one component was the uncertainty of the fitment to 

other components. If the part count had increased the fitment would have taken longer and 

therefore increased the time it took to finish the project even more. In further consideration, 

the front lower lip could be a part of the vehicle under body panel, which might be the 

optimal way. (Tuomola, J., 2019) 

 

4.6 Final appearance 

Once all the components have been painted, they can be fitted with other components, in this 

case, the wire mesh grills in the intakes, and after that, the final component can be fitted on 

to the vehicle. The following figures have been taken in a studio environment after the entire 

vehicle was finished. (Tuomola, J., 2019) 
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Figure 41. Component fitted on to the vehicle from three angles (Kyyrö, 2017). 

 

As can be seen from the figure, the final product looks like intended. The working hours to 

achieve this result were not counted, but it can be estimated in few dozens of hours, of which 

a considerable amount went to aligning the front bumper with the hood piece. (Tuomola, J., 

2019) 
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5 MEASURING THE MASTER MODEL 

 

 

This chapter will focus on the measurements done for machined model of the front bumper 

of Angelica. Chapter will include information on how the measurements were conducted, 

the equipment used, results of the measurements and analyzing of the results. This relies on 

the assumption that the dimensional accuracy of the resulting composite component is 

directly the dimensional accuracy of the tool. The measuring arrangements will be presented 

first and then following with the results. 

  

5.1 Measuring arrangement 

The master model will be scanned in Metropolia’s workshop environment in room 

temperature. Before the scan the objects are lightly cleaned with pressurized air and a 

microfiber cloth, this process is to be done lightly for not to introduce new imperfections i.e. 

scratches to the surface. The measurements are performed with an 8-axis CMM with an 

optical measuring attachment.  

 

The measurement system performance is verified with ISO 10360-8 Annex D, which is an 

ISO standard for acceptance and reverification for coordinate measuring systems, especially 

for the ones equipped with optical distance sensors. The Annex D of the standard specifies 

a procedure, in which a known sphere is measured 25 times from five different angular 

positions, resulting in 125 different measurements. According to the manufacturer of the 

device, the system should have a maximum error of 0,048mm by using the previously 

mentioned standard verification procedure. The following figure illustrates the scanning 

process in action. (ISO 10360-8 2013, pp. 46-48) 
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Figure 42. The optical scanning system being used on the master model. 

 

As can be seen from the figure the system gives the user information on if the device is in 

optimal position in relation to the scanned object. There are two indicators to help the user 

to maximize the performance of the device, a LED indicator on top of the scanner, which 

turns from red to green, green being optimal and red meaning poor performance. The second 

indicator for the user is the red crosshair and the blue line projected on the scanning surface, 

blue line indicates the line, which is going to be scanned, and the red crosshair then illustrates 

the optimal distance from the target. In principle, the blue line should be between the middle 

of the crosshair and the end of one of the red lines of the crosshair. 

 

The software used to record, save and analyze the data sent by the scanner was Innovmetric’s 

Polyworks. The following figure shows how the software looks during scanning. 
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Figure 43. Scanning software running on laptop during the scan. 

 

The software shows real-time data of the scanned surface, including the amount of scanned 

points, 4378208 points at the time of taking the photo. The software also shows the scanned 

surfaces in real time, this makes it easier to see during the scan that all the surfaces are 

present in the scan, if all surfaces are not shown on the screen they can be scanned again. 

During the scan it is important that the physical model stays in place during the scan, moving 

the model will result in an error in the measurements and the software will also give out an 

error if the physical model moves too much. For measuring large objects, the measuring arm 

base can be moved, but there should be objects that can be easily probed with the ball probe, 

i.e. T20 torx screw heads, placed in such a way that they can be probed from the initial 

location of the scanning arm and from the later location of the scanning arm. By probing 

these accurate points, the software can align the points scanned from second location with 

the points scanned from the first location. The best results are obtained when the base and 

model do not need to be moved, as can be seen from the following figure, in which the tool 

made from the master model is being scanned. 
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Figure 44. Scanning the tool, which was used to make the front bumper of Angelica. 

 

As can be seen from the figure, depending on the scanned object it is either easy or difficult 

to do it from one position. The master model could not be scanned from one position so 

screws with T20 torx heads were placed on the sides of the object, which were then probed 

from the first position and the second position. The absolute minimum of these transfer 

points is three, but it is recommended to use at least four, in this case three screw heads were 

used. With the tool seen in the figure 44 it was easier to position in such a way that it could 

be scanned from one position, but it had other aspects, which made the scanning problematic, 

these aspects will be presented in chapter 5.4. 

 

5.2 Reports from PolyWorks 

As was previously mentioned the Polyworks software can ingest a CAD-file in a standard 

form i.e. STEP or IGES. The CAD-model of the front bumper was imported into the 

software; the software’s fitment tool was applied to the CAD-model, which then aligned the 

model with the scanned point cloud. The following figures are from the report made with 

the software; the full report can be found as appendix 1: Polyworks scanning report. 
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Figure 45. Color mapped distances between the point cloud and CAD-model. 

 

In the figure, the grey part is the scanned part and the colored part is the imported CAD-

model. The coloring indicates how far off the measured point cloud is from the CAD-model. 

A tolerance of 1 mm was set in the software, depending on this setting the colors can indicate 

the distance from the model, i.e. this scan shows mostly green or blue therefore the points 

on the cloud are within 1mm of the model or if the tolerance setting would’ve been set in 0,5 

mm the coloring would’ve been completely different. In addition, the colors indicating a 

specific distance are displayed on the right, starting from green and blue and advancing 

towards red and purple as the scanned point cloud deviates more from the CAD-model 

surface.  

 

By looking the master model by eye, the deviations of less than 1mm are practically 

impossible to see in this kind of scale, but this kind of scanning tool they become visible. 

The following figure shows another way to inspect the distances between the model and 

point cloud. 
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Figure 46. Distances between the point cloud and CAD-model in specific points. 

 

As can be seen from the figure, there are four different spots highlighted from the model and 

the deviations in these spots numbered from 1 to 4 are as follows: -0,481mm, -0,531mm, 

0,198mm and -0,127mm. These spots can be chosen at random, as it was done in this study, 

but it would be ideal if the component would contain specific spots to measure with this 

method. Adding specific spots to measure would be especially important for the production, 

in which it is necessary validate the component dimensions for quality and assembly 

purposes. By having the specific spots of measurement, only those spots would be measured, 

and they would determine the validity of the component dimensions instead of scanning the 

entire surface, because scanning the entire surface takes more time and effort. These specific 

spots of measurement would be designed into the actual component; one way to utilize these 

points would be to have them be on the surfaces or locations from which the component is 

mounted on to the next one. 

 

5.3 Issues in detail 

The previous chapter showed the basic dimensional inaccuracies between the CAD-model 

and the physical model. The software used to analyze the dimensions can also take a cross-

section of the scan and then compare that to the cross-section of the model, which can reveal 

more about how the inaccuracies might be formed. The following figure illustrates where 

cross-section is taken from. 
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Figure 47. Location of the cross-section plane. 

 

The cross-section was taken from the middle of the scans in the y-axis direction. By locating 

the cross-section here, we can see several difficult spots in one figure, i.e. deep slots and 

positive radiuses. The following figure displays the cross-section and a highlight of a specific 

spot. 
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Figure 48. Cross-section with color mapped distances and a highlighted area. 

 

In the figure, the grey line is the scanned point cloud and the colored is the CAD-model, the 

line’s length indicates the deviation of the point cloud from the CAD-model. The colors of 

the lines indicate how big the deviation is, the scale is displayed on the left, in the highlighted 

section the largest deviations are between 0,5 and 0,75 mm, which are still within the 1 mm 

tolerance set in the software. More interesting is the direction of the deviation, which is 

almost constantly in the direction towards the model center. If we assume that the machining 

tolerance is about 0,01mm and the machinery used in the machining of the model are recently 

calibrated, then these deviations are likely to be formed during the sanding phase of the 

model manufacturing.  
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In the lower part of the component displayed in the figure 48, there are orange and even red 

sections in the lip section of the bumper, which indicates over 1mm deviation from the 

model. If the model has been machined with 3-axis CNC mill, a good surface quality is 

difficult to achieve in this specific position, therefore the surface quality has been improved 

by sanding and with the cost of having bigger dimensional inaccuracy. 

 

5.4 Tool measurement 

The tool, which produced the actual component for the Angelica, was also scanned. The 

following figure is of the report of that scan, in which the tool displayed from the scanned 

side.  

 

Figure 49. Scanning of the tool. 

 

As can be seen from the figure there are several spots, which were not scanned. The top part 

of the surface, which was due to the lack of time, since the equipment was leaving to the 

next location. The lower parts, which show the white color, were inside the deep slot, and 

these were difficult to scan because of how deep the actual slot was. This shows few difficult 

places which could not be measured with the device.  

 

The software was also unable to align the CAD-model with the actual tool and due to time 

limitations; it was not possible to continue further with the analysis of the actual tool 

dimensional inaccuracies. This inability to align the CAD-model with the scanned polygon 

model indicates that the process of manufacturing the tool from the master model might have 

deformed during manufacturing. 
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5.5 Closer inspection in CAD software 

The scanned point clouds can be exported from the Polyworks software as a polygon model 

in STL-file format, which then can be imported to other suitable software for further 

investigation. In this case, the polygon model of the master model and the tool were imported 

on to Siemens NX 12 CAD-software for further manual inspection of the scans. The 

following figure shows how the scans look in NX. 

 

 

Figure 50. The master model scans displayed in Siemens NX CAD-software. 

 

As can be seen from the figure, there are some overlapping surfaces in the middle of the 

polygon model, this is due to the need of moving the scanning device in the middle of the 

scan and aligning the scans from two different locations using datum points. This overlap 

can be seen as surface edges, the black lines in the middle of the model. Despite this 

overlapping of the surfaces, the aligning of the CAD model with the scan was formed, 

therefore, this overlapping can be considered negligible, but it must be acknowledged. 
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Figure 51. Highlight of the almost non-existent line on the side of the front bumper. 

 

This figure shows the line on the side of the bumper, pointed out by the red arrow, which 

was almost nonexistent and thought to have been completely sanded down during 

manufacturing, but in these scans, it is visible that the line and contour is still there. The 

following figure is of the polygon model of the tool, which produced the actual component. 
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Figure 52. The line still is present in the scan of the tool. 

 

As can be seen from the figure also, the contour is still in place in the tool, pointed out by 

the red arrow. This scan was done from one location so there was no need for the realigning 

the two sets of point clouds with each other, which improves on the validity of the scan. 

Upon further inspection of this scan, an anomaly was detected in the scan, the anomaly was 

not visible in the actual front bumper, which was manufactured using a tool manufactured 

using this master model, and the anomaly didn’t even show up during initial visual 

inspection. However, there are clearly few places, which contain these kinds of anomalies. 

Following figure is from the actual tool side of the scan, highlighting the anomaly. 
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Figure 53. Anomaly discovered in the closer inspection of the tool scan. 

 

It is barely visible in the figure, but there is a small crack like contour flowing through one 

side of the tool surface as pointed by the red arrow. The origin of this anomaly is unknown, 

and it is not found on the scan of the master model, therefore it must have happened during 

the tool manufacturing, shipping or storing. This kind of problem with the component did 

not come up during the interview; therefore, it would indicate that the anomaly could have 

happened after the component was already manufactured. If this crack is examined closer in 

the polygon model and a cross-section of that spot is taken, it shows that this contour has 

depth in the material. The following figure shows how the depth of the crack was measured. 
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Figure 54. Measuring the discovered anomaly. 

 

The depth of this crack varies a bit, but if a spline is placed next to the surface at this cross-

section and the spline is created in such a way that it would follow the surface tangency 

while ignoring the crack at a specific spot. In the figure, the spline is shown in teal color and 

the blue is a cross-section of the surface. Once measured with this inspection method, at this 

specific point the maximum deviation from the imaginary surface of 0,0489 mm.  

 

To further investigate this crack, the tool would need to be cut open, which would destroy 

the tool. Tool destruction is at this point unacceptable for if the vehicle owner has an 

accident, which results the front bumper being destroyed beyond repair, the tool would need 

to be used again to manufacture a new front bumper. The tool can be considered usable even 

with this kind of oddity, because of the depth of this crack is so small that the treatment with 

filler primer and sanding would resolve the issue of this scale. 
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5.6 Evaluating the measurements 

The point cloud obtained with the CMM were compared to the CAD model, also the same 

file was given to the subcontractor and measurement accuracy of the CMM was given in the 

datasheet. By comparing the deviations in the four locations to the overall dimensions of the 

actual component, we can get the following table. 

 

Table 2. Measured deviations and comparison to overall dimensions 

Location 

Deviation from 

CAD (mm) 

Compared to 

component length 

Compared to 

component height 

Compared to 

component depth 

1 -0,481 -0,0281 % -0,1546 % -0,0797 % 

2 -0,531 -0,0310 % -0,1707 % -0,0880 % 

3 0,198 0,0116 % 0,0637 % 0,0328 % 

4 -0,127 -0,0074 % -0,0408 % -0,0210 % 

F48 1,513 0,0883 % 0,4864 % 0,2507% 

 

If we look at the table 2 and the deviations from CAD and compare them to the component 

dimensions introduced before in figure 32, we can see that all of the randomly measured 

points show less than 0,2 % inaccuracy when compared to the overall dimensions of the 

component. The figure 48 however showed that there were larger deviations between the 

CAD model and scanned point cloud especially in the lower lip of the front bumper. The 

largest deviation from the CAD model in the figure 48 shows 1,513 mm, which results in 

increased percentage when compared to the overall dimensions of the CAD model. The 

difficult to reach places, such as the lower lip of the front bumper, increase the inaccuracy 

by approximately one millimeter.  
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6 CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION 

 

 

This study aimed to figure out the contributing factors to a composite component’s 

tolerances and how these dimensional and geometrical tolerances could be controlled and 

how they should be accounted for in an assembly of multiple components manufactured 

from CFRP. The study did so by the means of a literature study, an open interview and by 

measuring a master model and a tool, which were used in the manufacturing of a composite 

component. The literature study was aimed to discover the tolerance forming methods and 

information on the design and joining methods. The open interview aimed to discover the 

problems faced during fitment and finalizing a component. The measurements aimed to 

discover the dimensions of the tool, which was used in the composite manufacturing. The 

results of open interview and the measurements could then be compared to see if there were 

any interaction between the two. 

 

In short, the dimensional and geometrical accuracy of a composite component is a 

combination of the tool manufacturing accuracy, the raw material selection, the results of 

FEA as a lay-up mapping, counter-acting the deformations occurring during the curing 

process and as the result of the curing process by simulating the cure process and changing 

the tool dimensions accordingly and the expertise of manual workers in the lay-up and 

trimming processes or the accuracy of the machinery used in the trimming process. 

 

6.1 Dimensional and geometrical accuracy 

Information discovered from the literature shows that there are deformations happening 

during the cure process, which will influence the dimensional accuracy of the component, 

namely this effect is called spring-in. To counter the effect of the spring-in the tool should 

be adjusted accordingly, i.e. increasing the angle between the floor of the tool and the wall 

of the tool. To aid in the adjusting process, the cure process can be simulated in a proprietary 

software, the results of the simulations should then be used to adjust the tool surfaces to 

negate the spring-in effect. However, the final spring-in and its effects on the component’s 

dimensions can only be verified after the component is fully cured. The spring-in happens 

due to the shrinking of the epoxy, which is also, why the tools are commonly designed with 

excess flanges that follow the tangency of the tool. These extra flanges will also commonly 
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house the sealing surface for the vacuum bag unless the entire tool is placed inside a vacuum 

bag, which is dependent on the size and weight of the tool, i.e. small tools can be placed 

inside a vacuum bag and larger and heavier ones can’t. 

 

Dimensional inaccuracies can also occur due to the tool material selection, since the curing 

process is done in elevated temperatures, therefore the tool will expand according to a 

material specific coefficient of thermal expansion and the temperature difference occurring 

in the curing process. It is also possible to select the tooling material to minimize the effect 

of the thermal expansion, i.e. using a tool manufactured from the same material as the 

resulting component. The tool material selection also influences the temperature rise during 

the curing process, because it needs to be controlled, i.e. an increase of temperature in the 

component of 3-5°C per minute. A material selected for the tool to have similar mass, heat 

capacity and thermal conductivity will result in a more even heat-up rates for the tool and 

the raw materials in the tool, therefore neither will act as a heat sink and the temperature rise 

can be controlled more accurately.  

 

The surface quality of the composite component is highly dependent on the surface quality 

of the tool in which the component is cured. This is because the vacuum is used to push the 

fibers and epoxy resin towards the tool surface and to fill the smallest cracks, therefore a 

scratch in the surface of the tool will be imprinted into the component’s surface. Applying 

vacuum during the lay-up process is called debulking process, which can also be used to 

improve the surface finish. Introducing a locally increased pressure during the cure process 

can also influence the surface finish; this is commonly with the use of semi-rigid plates 

known also as caul plates. Secondary upside for the use of a caul plate is that it also improves 

the dimensional accuracy and surface quality of the vacuum bag side of the component, for 

it acts as a double-sided tool in a localized area. The final surface quality of the tool is most 

likely the result of the manual sanding and polishing of the tool surface, therefore the 

expertise of the worker can influence the resulting component’s accuracy. The expertise of 

the worker especially shines in the places where there are radiuses in the component for, 

they are easily sanded down or unevenly, which will result in the fixing the sanding mistakes 

afterwards before painting the finalized component. 
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The thickness of the component is mostly determined by how many layers of fiber there are 

laid in the tool. Typically, the material manufacturer will give information on the thickness 

of a fully cured layer. The number of layers needed for a certain part is determined during 

the optimization process using FEA software. The optimization process will yield a lay-up 

mapping which shows the layer count and their individual orientation. This mapping will be 

used in the lay-up process and any deviation from this will yield in a deviation in the 

thickness of the component and deviation in the strength properties of the component, 

because the strength lies in the orientation of the fibers. There can also be other mistakes in 

the lay-up process, which will influence the material thickness locally, for example ply 

wrinkling or bridging. 

 

Imperfections within the material are commonly known as pores or voids, distinction 

between void and pore is quite vague, but in general pores are smaller and voids are larger 

locations, which contain no material. They can appear on the surface of the material or inside 

the material. Their appearance on the material surface influence the surface quality, but their 

appearance inside the material will influence the material strength properties. To reduce the 

percentage of voids and pores in cured components, the raw materials have been improved 

and the cure process can be adjusted to reduce the number of volatiles released within the 

layers during cure process. Some voids can also occur due to a lay-up mistake i.e. bridging 

of the laminate layers during lay-up, which will result also in a void inside the material. 

 

Once the component is fully cured (initial cure and post-cure) and released from the tool, it 

can be trimmed to size and the necessary holes can be drilled. For the trimming operation of 

a component, there are a couple of options, using air powered rotary tools and cutting discs 

manually or i.e. a CNC water jet cutting operation. The less expensive option is the manual 

cutting, but it also introduces the risk of human error, i.e. over or under cutting the 

component. Over cutting will most likely result in the binning of the component and under 

cutting will result in the component not fitting correctly and needing further work during 

installation. The jet cutting operation is more accurate and repeatable than the manual 

trimming, but the cutting machine sets limitations to the size of the component, i.e. the best-

case scenario is a flat sheet of CFRP, because no 3D movement of the water jet is needed in 

the operation.  
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The water jet can also be used to create the holes to the component with good accuracy and 

they can be done during the trimming operation, which would reduce the number of different 

processes needed to have a finalized component. The manual hole drilling introduces the 

risk of human error again, especially if the holes are used for aligning two or more 

components together, therefore the manual hole drilling is typically done when the 

components are located to one another in a jig and the holes are drilled through all the 

components at once. The drilling also introduces risks for the material integrity of the 

component, for example if the drill bit isn’t chosen correctly, the choice of the drill bit will 

also influence the shape of the hole, i.e. a poorly chosen drill bit might pull out the fibers 

inside the material. 

 

The design of the assembly is more complicated when only the one side of the resulting 

component is dimensionally accurate, which is not made any easier by the fact that the 

thickness of the material is dependent on the FEA results. However, sometimes the design 

might require that the non-accurate surface is adhered to another non-accurate surface; 

therefore, an assembly should go through few cycles of design and FEA to give an idea of 

the material thickness and the necessary spaces between the components and to point out the 

structural weaknesses within the design. The chosen joint technique, mechanical or adhesive, 

also plays a part in the process. Only after the structural design is verified the cure 

deformation simulations should be run as a part of the tool design process. By following this 

kind of procedure risks of increasing the manual labor during fitment and finalizing 

components can be minimized, especially for those components which have aesthetic 

requirements, such as the front bumper introduced in the open interview. 

 

The ease verification of the component’s dimensions is highly dependent on the shape and 

size of the component. Components with difficult shapes, such as double curved surfaces, 

and no datum points are difficult to measure without tools such as CMM, but simple small 

components with datum points are very easy to measure with basic measuring tools, such as 

calipers. CMM can be equipped with an optical sensor, which can easily scan double curved 

surfaces, and the scanning software can be used to compare the shape and dimensions to the 

CAD model, which is how the measuring of the master model and tool were measured in 

this study. It has to be mentioned that the optical scanning of surfaces is not as accurate as 

measuring by touch, but it reduces the amount of scanning time when measuring large 
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surfaces. The optical scanning is not always able to scan every surface, which was noticed 

in the scanning of the tool in the lower parts of the front bumper. The lower part contained 

a deep slot designed into it for air intake for the front radiator, but as it is to be cut open 

anyway the surface accuracy on the bottom of the slot is not important. If an important 

surface is placed in a deep slot the verification of that surface location and shape becomes 

difficult with optical scanning equipment, in which case a probing approach would be better. 

 

6.2 Measurements vs. actual fitment 

One of the ideas of this study was to measure the tools and their imperfections and compare 

to the difficulty or amount of work needed to align and fit the component with the adjacent 

components. The measurements report dimensional inaccuracies of under 1 mm, which 

would mean that the component surfaces are very close to intended and in need of very little 

additional work apart from trimming to size. However, this was not the case, since the 

component needed application of body filler to align the surfaces with adjacent components 

and to ensure the continuity of the surfaces. In addition, the panel gaps were achieved with 

the use of body filler. Application of body filler is one of the aspects of fitment, which is to 

be avoided with small-scale production. This study only reveals that even though the 

component shapes were up to specification it still needed body filler to perfect the surface 

continuity, which then might indicate that there are problems somewhere else in the design. 

One educated guess would be that the mounting solution for this component was not 

sufficient to align the component properly.  

 

By looking at the locations from the figures, especially figure 37, in the open interview, in 

which the body filler is applied to align the adjacent surfaces, the locations suggest that the 

component had suffered from the spring-in effect, which was introduced in the literature. 

Likelihood of the spring-in effect being the reason for the need of body filler is increased by 

the fact that the CAD model had not gone through the deformation simulation. However, 

since the actual component was not scanned or measured before the fitment process this is 

only speculation or an educated guess at best. 

 

The open interview revealed that the trimming was done poorly and contained several errors, 

the reason for this is unknown, but it can be speculated that there were no good datum points 

or other features from which to take measurements for the cuts, which can be traced back to 
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poor tool design. This poorly executed trimming increased the time needed to fit the 

component. The following chapter introduces an example of utilizing modern CMM 

equipment and software to aid in the trimming process of a difficult to measure component. 

 

6.3 Exceeding tolerances 

A component is given an attribute and a tolerance for the specific attribute. After the 

component is manufactured, these attributes should be checked and verified, these attributes 

can be dimensions, shapes, surface quality etc. If the component fails to meet the attribute 

within tolerance, the component should be scrapped or at least not be used as is. Scrapping 

a composite component for not meeting dimensional requirements wastes a lot of time and 

money, for to change the component dimensions you need to change the tooling dimensions. 

Time it takes to modify the tool dimensions is dependent of the material selected for tooling 

and the direction in which the dimension needs to be changed; rule of thumb could be that it 

is easier to remove material than to add it. The modification time is increased even more if 

a master model is used to manufacture the tool, for then you must modify the master model, 

create the tool and then manufacture the new component using that new tool. Every time you 

change dimensions, the tool needs to be polished and applied with new release agents.  

 

Alternative to the scrapping is modifying the component to meet the tolerances. Laminated 

composite component’s modification is quite limited, outer dimensions are limited to 

trimming the material. Shapes can be modified with body fillers, which will not have the 

same material properties as the base material. The component can be tried to put in place 

with force, however with this method most likely the component will go through unexpected 

distortions. For example if a similar bumper, which we viewed in the open interview, has 

mountings on both ends and the bumper itself has to be forced so that screw holes line up 

with the chassis, the middle of the bumper will either contract or expand in the direction of 

the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. The material properties also make the material very 

unforgiving if excessive force is used, the material will give way until the matrix will form 

cracks and eventually break, which will result in reduced strength properties and for example 

with chassis members these problems will result in scrapping the component. 
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6.4 Suitable tolerances 

The manufacturing of the example component presented in the open interview began with 

just the outside shape of the component; therefore, there were no critical dimensions of the 

mounting presented for the component manufacturer. The lack of critical dimensions or 

tolerances means that whatever comes out of the tool after curing the component should be 

usable, at least from the point of view of the manufacturer.  

 

To give suitable tolerances for a CFRP part, the connecting surfaces or solutions should be 

designed before the manufacturing. If all the components of the assembly are designed and 

their manufacturing methods are known, they will also have manufacturing tolerances. 

However, if we reduce the number of unknown tolerances to the CFRP component’s 

tolerances, we can look at the manufacturing process of CFRP components. The curing 

process introduces distortions, which could be eliminated with curing process simulation 

and modification of the tool shape according to the simulation or by doing a test component, 

measuring and then reshaping the tool to eliminate the distortions. The tooling is 

manufactured commonly by milling with multi-axis milling machines. If the deformations 

of the curing process are eliminated, we should be expecting the same dimensional accuracy 

as can be expected from the milling machine used to manufacture the tool. 

 

However the materials commonly used in the manufacturing of the tools are easy to machine, 

but they usually require additional operations, such as sanding, painting and polishing, all of 

which influence the dimensions of the tool. These operations are usually also done manually, 

which will increase the chance of errors; especially the manual sanding, therefore the 

accuracy of the milling machine is not valid anymore. However, by being extra careful with 

the sanding phase and accounting for the paint thickness we should still be able to achieve 

the same accuracies as the milling machine or any other tool manufacturing system. In 

addition, the lay-up of the prepreg sheets should be done carefully, for if they are not pressed 

to the tool surface, they will not replicate the shape of the tool surface. 

 

Since this study was focused on composites laminated with single sided tools, only the tool 

surface side of the component is going to be dimensionally accurate, which should be taken 

in to account when designing the components and their mounting. If fine general tolerances 

(ISO 2768-1 1989 p. 5) would be applied to the front bumper previously presented, the outer 
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dimensions of the bumper should be within 0,5 mm, but there are no easily measureable 

datum points in the manufactured component. However this means that if the mounting 

solution was designed and it would’ve been done with screws the hole places could’ve been 

measured and if they were off more than 0,5 mm the part could have been sent back for 

additional work or to be done again for it did not meet the requirements set for it. 

 

6.5 Reliability and sensitivity of the study 

The literature study was aimed to contain relatively recent studies of CFRP manufacturing 

and assembly studies; however, since the amount of time usable for the discovery of these 

studies was not infinite, some relevant studies may have been left undiscovered. Some of the 

most relevant studies or cases might have been left undiscovered because they have done 

within companies, which manufacture CFRP components, and the results are considered as 

their private property and are not released in any scientific databases available for use in this 

study. A similar study could be made with slightly different results, depending on the 

findings on the scientific databases; the basic information on the manufacturing process of 

CFRP components found from the literature is unlikely to change over time. 

 

The open interview suffers mostly from the lack of content, it is only the one component’s 

journey depicted from one perspective. The study would have benefitted for having more 

interviewees with different components manufactured from CFRP, however finding similar 

components, situations and similar personnel with the exceptional expertise within the 

timeframe of the study would have been difficult if not impossible. The inspection of only 

one component makes this study more a case study, which influences the generalization of 

the results to all components manufactured from CFRP. 

 

The CAD model introduced contains very complex shapes and exact dimensions, which 

accuracies are up to 0,0001 mm. These kinds of dimensions and shapes most likely would 

not be achievable or measurable with any common hardware and without numerous do-

overs, and especially with the equipment and timeframe used to manufacture the master 

model in question. Because of the complex shapes and the lack of datum points in the CAD 

model, and therefore in master model, the only way to feasibly measure the dimensions of 

the master model was to do a contactless scan for the whole object, which isn’t as accurate 

as a scan done with contact probing. The size of the scanned object also made the use of the 
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most accurate scanning and probing devices unusable. The study would have benefitted from 

doing the scans several times to negate the inaccuracy of the scan; however, this was not 

possible at this time. 

 

Painting a fully comprehensive picture of the manufacturing and tolerances of CFRP 

components with the techniques shown in this study is difficult.  Due to these issues within 

the study, the study does not fully reveal the manufacturing tolerances of a CFRP 

component, but rather highlights some of the issues of CFRP manufacturing. It also 

highlights some of the issues that are commonly faced in the Metropolia vehicle projects, 

which can manifest as fitment or tolerance issues in the CFRP components and assemblies. 

 

6.5.1  Further investigations of manufacturing tolerances 

To further investigate the manufacturing tolerances, it might be feasible to conduct an 

experiment, which would require one tool, used to manufacture the same component several 

times with identical lay-up and curing and then measure these components for variation in 

the dimensions either with optical scanning of the surfaces or by the use of datum points and 

touch probing. What would separate this experiment from the studies done in the field would 

be size and shape of the component, for it would larger and more complex. The common 

component tolerance and dimensional accuracy studies focus on fairly simple and often not 

even double curved components, which make them easy to measure but they do not represent 

the complexity what can be achieved with CFRP and have been achieved in the prototype 

vehicles built at Metropolia. 

 

6.6 Small scale production, design and assembly 

In the design of the assembly there are several factors that need to be taken into 

consideration, in Metropolia the design commonly starts with exterior, which sets the limits 

to what happens under the surface, i.e. the chassis design and chassis dimensional limits. 

The chassis commonly acts as a part of the exterior design, especially in the middle section 

or the occupant section of the vehicle, which also sets aesthetic requirements for parts of the 

chassis components in addition to the strength requirements. In an ideal world the entire 

vehicle would be designed before-hand in CAD and then all the components would be 

manufactured and assembled according to the design, however in these prototype vehicles 
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the assembly doesn’t always go as planned and the vehicles contain improvised solutions for 

example in the component mounting to meet the deadlines of the project. 

 

The common trend in vehicles produced by Metropolia is to reduce the overall number 

components used in the assembly, which is the first step for reducing assembly mistakes, as 

was also mentioned in the literature. However, the components rarely have gone through the 

cure deformation simulation or dimensional verification after the individual parts have been 

cured, and the possible dimensional inaccuracies have been found out only in the assembly 

or finalizing phases of the vehicle, this is most likely due to the nature of these vehicles being 

one-off prototypes. The reduction in the number of different components can be achieved by 

designing more complicated components, however this means that the tooling will be even 

more complicated or larger, which then limits the number of suitable manufacturing partners 

if own suitable manufacturing equipment will not be acquired. Some of the components 

would benefit for designing flanges into the component and therefore setting the dimensions 

accurately with their assistance, however this would require more from the tool rather than 

just surface continuity beyond the actual component limits. These kinds of flanged designs 

most likely require a two-piece tool, which increases the difficult of the lay-up and increases 

the risk of unexpected events during curing such as vacuum leaks, which decrease the part 

quality. In case the process could be perfected, it would decrease the chance or eliminate the 

chance of over trimming the component and therefore reducing working hours or scrapped 

components. 

 

One other problem in the design might be that, it did not really account well the 

manufacturing process, which was also apparent during the scanning of the tool and master 

model. The lower lip of the bumper was very deep and narrow, which made the surface 

verification difficult if not impossible with the optical scanning device. This also means that 

the lay-up is difficult and since the manufacturing also needs breather cloths and vacuum 

bags on top of the actual raw materials, which might not fit if the slot is too narrow. These 

kinds of difficult to manufacture designs increase the chance of bridging and other lay-up 

related manufacturing problems and the increase of the lay-up time relating to the tool angle 

was discovered in the literature, therefore these aspects should be taken into consideration 

when designing these kinds of components, especially if small-scale production is to be 

attempted. 
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A CMM has been used in the assembly in Metropolia’s vehicles, but it has only been used 

to align components to each other. If a small series production is to be attempted the current 

processes need to be improved, i.e. using more time in design, simulation and verification to 

improve the part quality and consistency of the parts, which then would reduce the time 

needed for fitment and finalizing of the actual product. Since the nature of the previously 

built vehicles has been that it is a one-off prototype vehicle the design of a jig, in which all 

the chassis panels could be placed into and adhered together to form the chassis has never 

been developed. By investing time and effort to manufacture a jig and other alignment tools 

and ensure their functionality would most likely reduce the assembly time of a chassis and 

the use of this jig would enable the production of dimensionally accurate vehicle chassis in 

higher numbers.  

 

The CMM and the software used by Metropolia in previous projects, compared to the 

equipment used in this study, is outdated and lacks features, therefore a modern CMM could 

introduce new ways to improve the CFRP components and their utilization in future vehicle 

projects. For example if the equipment would have been available before the fitment process, 

the bumper could’ve been scanned and then using real-time alignment of the cad model with 

the scanned object the cutting lines could’ve been verified and placed more accurately and 

if this would’ve been done for the adjacent components as well, they should’ve been as in 

the CAD-models. 

 

The open interview indicates some of the problems an outsourced component can have. The 

source of these problems can be due to several reasons one could be too vague specification 

for the component, i.e. giving the manufacturer a CAD model and a desired thickness. This 

kind of specification is not acceptable if the components are to be used in a safety critical 

area such as the vehicle chassis, which houses the occupants and ensures their safety in case 

of an accident. The road, which was taken to produce the front bumper, was far from ideal 

but was necessary due to the limitations of equipment, space and time. The previous vehicle 

projects (CityCab, E-RA and Biofore) have had varying amounts of outsourcing partners in 

CFRP manufacturing, mostly due to the lack of equipment to manufacture the large tools in-

house. The FEA, lay-up, curing and assembly have been done in-house or with Metropolia’s 

personnel in a partner’s facilities, which has been the guarantee of the quality and final 

product safety in the previous projects.  
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The small-scale production aspect of the vehicle chassis offers several options, first is to do 

things as they have been done before, outsource everything that cannot be done in-house, 

i.e. the large tool manufacturing/machining and do all the laminating in-house. Second 

option could be to do all the vehicle design and FEA in-house and do the tool design, tool 

manufacturing, component manufacturing and chassis assembly in co-operation with a 

company instead of fully outsourcing, which would then improve the outcome due to more 

involved partner. The tool design and cure deformation analysis could be done in co-

operation, since they go hand in hand with the design, but the actual manufacturing and the 

dimensional accuracy of the assembly would be left to the partnering company, which would 

in turn reduce the investments needed in machinery and facilities. Third option would be to 

just do the vehicle design in-house and leave the rest to be outsourced, but with higher 

standards, the resulting chassis should meet and then invest in equipment, which could verify 

that the standards are met. 
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